Persistence and distribution are two important aspects in distributed applications that are commonly managed explicitly and separately. This paper introduces Spray, a programming paradigm for distributed applications that combines these two concepts in one abstraction: a persistent distributed heap.
Introduction
The development of distributed applications is complicated because these applications can be accessed at different times from different locations. For this reason, the view that the user has of a distributed application as a single logical entity comes at a price for the programmers who have to develop it. The state of such application is the data that is manipulated together with the related metadata. This state must be explicitly persisted across executions and transmitted where it is needed. The details concerning these operations burden the programmers and distract them from the business logic.
In our experience this scenario is common to almost all distributed applications and also to other applications which are not commonly recognized as distributed, still transmit part of their state to remote servers in order to preserve it. We believe that programmers need an abstraction which combines persistence and distribution and removes from them the explicit management of details concerning how state is persisted and distributed.
The choice of combining persistence and distribution of state, although they may be considered two orthogonal properties, arises from the fact that these two aspects are put together in order to have the state of an application accessible from various locations at different times. Moreover, our intuition is that persisted data and distributed data overlap each other, so that they can be managed with a single abstraction.
This desired abstraction should change the way distributed applications are thought of by programmers, hiding the details concerning how and when state is persisted and where it is distributed but allowing to specify which part of the state has to be persisted and distributed. In other words, persistence and distribution have to become declarative while communication and synchronization operations should disappear from programs. Furthermore, external system used to achieve persistence, e.g. files and databases, should be hidden from the programmer.
To illustrate the importance of this research, in the following we discuss five kinds of distributed applications and how a suitable abstraction may change the way they are thought about:
• Web applications: these applications commonly require lots of communication between the client and the server in order to keep consistent the state. Moreover, some applications allow to share information among multiple users so the view of the common state each client has need to be updated. The desired abstraction will remove the details concerning communication and will focus only on the state, allowing to declare which part of the state concern a user.
• Cloud computing: cloud-based applications have remote storage where their state is persisted in order to be accessible from different devices. As a result, programmers have to manage the synchronization among the devices. The desired abstraction will remove the explicit synchronization and will allow to think about the state as a single logical entity, regardless of where it is stored and replicated.
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state has to be persisted. The underlying system will take care of when saving the state and it may also replicate it on cloud storage.
• Internet of Things (IoT): IoT applications require to deal with data coming from many devices, which can have sensors and actuators, and to manage the communication among these. In this scenario the problems of data location and data collection are relevant and have to be addressed. The desired abstraction will simplify the management of data, allowing to focus mainly on the data processing part. The underlying system will take care of moving data where it is needed and of persisting it.
• Fog computing: "Fog Computing is a highly virtualized platform that provides compute, storage and networking services between end devices and traditional Cloud Computing Data Centers" [1] . It can be understood as an intermediate level between IoT and Cloud Computing and concerns how to develop application in this heterogeneous scenario. The desired abstraction should simplify the development and take care of the important details of this platform.
Problem
We believe that an abstraction that combines persistence and distribution is needed. In the following, we introduce additional details about the problem and constraints for the solution.
• Persistence and distribution provided as language features. Providing persistence and distribution as language features can avoid typical problems that emerge when external systems are adopted. A well-known example of problem is the object-relational impedance mismatch: the conceptual and technical difficulties that arise when a relational database is used from an OOP language. Although mapping have been proposed and tools have been developed in order to mitigate this problem, the burden of dealing with the transformation from the internal representation of data to an external one suitable to be persisted or distributed (and vice versa) is not completely removed from the programmer.
There have also been some attempts to provide persistence or distribution in the definition of the language. On one hand there are languages that provide persistence. An ambitious approach in this research area was Orthogonal Persistence [2] . The key concept of this approach is "to identify persistence as an orthogonal property of data, independent of data type and the way in which data is manipulated" [4] . An example of language developed according to the principles of Orthogonal Persistence is Persistent Java [3] .
On the other hand there are languages that provide distribution. An example is Emerald [5] which is an objectoriented language for the implementation of distributed application in LAN. It has an explicit notion of object location and mobility, so an object can be moved from a location to another.
However, to the best of our knowledge, the are no programming languages that provide persistence and distribution together, interwoven as a single feature.
• Transparent distribution and persistence. Transparency is in demand, as described in [6] in the context of distributed operating systems. It liberates the programmer from knowing the details of the underlying systems while it allows some automated decision. In this research we are interesting in persisting data as close as possible to where it is needed.
• Persistent name binding. A solution should allow the creation of persistent name bindings for persistent state.
• Distributed applications over the Internet. As in every distributed system, it is necessary to consider the CAP Theorem [7] . It states that it is impossible for a distributed system to simultaneously provide consistency, availability and partition-tolerance. Thus, in case of a partition, a decision must be made between consistency and availability. Furthermore, we have also to consider latency of the network and the fact that mobile devices may lose connectivity.
Approach
We restrict the mentioned problem to object-oriented languages because they have a built-in concept of identity, a relevant property that allows to identify an object during its entire lifetime. This choice is not limiting since most modern programming languages are object-oriented. However, we do not introduce a new programming language that provide a new abstraction, but rather augment a programming language with a paradigm that deals with both persistence and distribution, that we call Spray programming.
In Spray the fundamental idea is to detach the lifetime of an object from the lifetime of the process that has created it. As a result, a part of the heap of the program outlives the process that has manipulated it. The questions that arise are: "what is that heap?" and "where is it?". Spray introduces the abstraction of a persistent distributed heap (PDH) as a response to these questions. The life of the PDH is detached from the life of a process and when an object persisted in the PDH is needed, it is loaded in the local heap of the process.
The PDH can be understood as a shared memory that can be accessed from multiple applications. However, we have organized it in persistent scope (pscope), which are the unit of persistence. These pscopes are special objects that have an environment, that allows to create local name binding for objects, and a memory, where objects are stored. They are organized hierarchically and designed keeping in mind that they may be placed in specific locations.
We recognized three basic pscopes:
• pscope of the application, which contains objects related to the application;
• pscope of the user, which contains objects related to the user, such as him/her information;
• pscope of the device, which contains objects related to the device and it is located on the device.
Nevertheless, other pscopes can be thought and add in the future. As an example, we can imagine a pscope of the current month, which contains objects manipulated in this period, and a pscope of the current position (home, work, etc.), which contains objects used in this area.
The important choices we made during the design of Spray are:
• Multiple Membership: Spray allows an object to be contained in more than one pscope or in a combination of pscopes. As a consequence, multiple state of the same object can exist.
• Pscope Manipulation: Spray allows pscopes to be opened and closed by an application. Moreover, we want that these operations can be also executed based on the environment, making Spray context-aware.
• Shallow Persistence: Spray adopts a shallow mechanism to achieve persistence that we call shallow persistence. This approach is in contrast with the "persistence by reachability" 1 approach of Orthogonal Persistence and the traditional way objects are stored. In fact in Spray, instead of persisting an object together with all the sub-graph it refers, is preserved only it. When persisted, references to other objects are replaced by their identifiers in the global name binding system.
• Eventual Consistency: Spray prefers availability and partition-tolerance over consistency, so we have relaxed the consistency requirement and chosen eventual consistency as consistency model. This choice has been made also in order to manage offline operations. The drawback of this choice is the possibility that conflicts may happens and have to be managed. In order to avoid them, we provide conflict-free replicated data types (CRDT) [8] when possible.
A first and partial specification of Spray in Abstract State Machine can be found in [9] . However, we are going to develop a more detailed operational semantics as specification.
Evaluation Methodology
Our main goal is to show that the development of distributed applications using this abstraction is simplified, and thus it is worthwhile adopting Spray programming. The other result we want to prove is that the obtained performance are comparable to the one obtained with applications developed with 1 That we call deep persistence.
traditional tools. In other words, adding such an abstraction does not impact substantially the performance. In order to test these hypotheses, we are going to specify a calculus that describes how pscopes are manipulated by applications. The idea is similar to the ambient calculus [10] , but here the focus is on the state rather than on the computation. Then we are going to implement Spray in JavaScript. This language has been chosen because it allows to extend built-in objects, which is required by Spray. Moreover, from a technological point of view, it is the de facto language of the Web and may be possible to adopt it in the IoT context.
To evaluate the hypothesis, we are going to develop a set of test applications both using Spray and traditional techniques and to compare them with respect to some non functional requirements. The requirements we consider are: performance, transparency, maintainability and robustness.
Conclusions
The proposed research will develop a programming paradigm for distributed application based on a persistent distributed heap. A further evolution of this research may concern the tools needed for the development and testing of an application written using Spray programming.
